Dear Members and Friends,

As we observe Yom Hashoah V’Hagvurah this month, let us again thank those of you who work tirelessly every day to help carry forth the legacy of the Holocaust with honesty, dignity and respect. Your efforts are very much appreciated.

For our members who feel well-served by GSI, please pass it forward by making a donation to the Jewish family service organization that helps survivors in need and / or to the Holocaust institution / memorial of your choice. Thank you.

This month we are featuring 3G NY in our FYI section below. We hope you will take this opportunity to read about the wonderful work they are doing in Holocaust education and remembrance. If you would like to share information about your local survivor, 2G or 3G group please send the information to us: GSI@genshoah.org or genshoah@gmail.com.

Stay safe and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.
Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

**From UNESCO:** Q&A: New research to map Holocaust denial and distortion online

**Yad Vashem** in Jerusalem is open to visitors. All visits to Yad Vashem (individuals and groups) must be reserved in advance via our Online Reservation System.

From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum: **Ambassador Eizenstat, DOJ Special Investigations Office to Receive Museum’s 2021 Elie Wiesel Award**

**UPCOMING CONFERENCES**

**The Eichmann Trial Revisited After 60 Years: International Aspects**
April 20, 2021
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**Liberation 75 in 2021**
May 4 – 9, 2021
Virtual, Worldwide

**UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS**

**Rat Lines: How Hitler’s Henchmen Fled Justice and the FBI ‘No Safe Haven’ Program Today**
April 11, 2021
World Without Genocide, St. Paul, MN

**Nazi Propaganda and Anti-Nazi Cartoons: The Power of Persuasion**
April 12, 2021 at 4:00 pm CT
April 14, 2021 at 4:00 pm CT
April 15, 2021 at 5:00 pm CT
Pelz Holocaust Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
Tactics of Resistance: A two-part lesson for 9th-12th grade students
April 21, 2021  3:30 pm PT
Jewish Partisan Education Foundation, San Francisco, CA

Greek Jewry and the Holocaust
April 26, 2021  4:00 pm ET
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York

Social Justice and the Holocaust
Interactive session for teachers and students
May 20, 2021  9:00 am ET
Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA

Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice
June 1 – 11, 2021
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Virtual ‘Taster’ Edition of the Biennial European Summer Institute on the Holocaust and Jewish Civilization
June 15 – 17, 2021
Holocaust Research Institute at Royal Holloway, University of London, London, UK
Call for applications: HolocaustRI@rhul.ac.uk

The Search for Humanity After Atrocity
June 17 – 20, 2021
Kean University, Union, NJ
For more: https://www.kean.edu/NEHSeminar

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – April 11, 2021—Virtual, Worldwide
6 Million Steps – 6 Million Lives. International effort to preserve the memory of the Holocaust and bring attention to the alarming resurgence of antisemitism.

Now— May 2, 2021—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America. The NY Times recommends visiting the Museum’s website for historical information, blog posts, and videos that give further depth to the exhibition.

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony
Exhibit: *Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection*, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication *To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope*.

Now—June 27, 2021—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: *They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky*

Now – July 11, 2021—Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
US Holocaust Memorial Museum Exhibit: *Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race*

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: *The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide*. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

April 1, 2021, 3:00 pm PT—USC Shoah Foundation, Los Angeles, CA
*Memory Generation Podcast Preview Event*

April 1, 2021, 5:30 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA
*Would You Hide Me?* With daughter of survivors and film maker Beth Lane.

April 1, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY
*The Accountant of Auschwitz* screening and panel discussion.

April 1, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Virtual Panel discussion: *The Windermere Children*

April 4, 2021, 10:00 am PT—Sagemont Park, Las Vegas, NV
*6 Million Steps – 6 Million Lives*. A unique worldwide effort to preserve the memory of the Holocaust, by walking towards the goal of reaching 6 Million Steps in honor of 6 Million Jewish Lives Lost.

April 4, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Ghetto Fighter’s House, Western Galilee, Israel
*Maurycy Gottlieb: Portraits of an Artist’s Search for Identity*

April 5, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Bristol Community College, Fall River, MA
*Latin American Responses to the Holocaust* with Christina Chaviarria, US Holocaust Memorial Museum. To register: gbrown6968@aol.com.

April 5, 2021, 6:30 pm ET—Temple Emanu-El, New York, NY
*The Ghetto Girls* with author and 3G Judy Batalion

April 5, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center, Stockton University, Galloway, NJ
*Yom Hashoah 2021: Meet Holocaust Survivors via Zoon, Hear Their Life Stories*
April 5, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Syracuse Hillel, Syracuse, NY
The Accountant of Auschwitz: panel discussion of this film.

April 6, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Taube Center, Warsaw, Poland
Yom Hashoah Commemoration: Every Family Has A Story

April 6, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Remembering Olga Lengyel and the Five Chimneys. Suggested donation.

April 6, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Salem State University, Salem, MA
Yom Hashoah Commemoration with keynote Brandeis Professor Laura Jockusch

April 6, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Jewish Theological Seminary, New York, NY
Between the Lines: All the Horrors of War, an online conversation with author Dr. Bernice Lerner

April 7, 2021, 11:00 am—Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center, New York, NY
Rising from the Rubble: The Polin Museum of the History of the Polish Jews

April 7, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY
Women in the Nazi Concentration Camps

April 7, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Haberman Institute for Jewish Studies, Rockville, MD
I Want You to Know We’re Still Here: A Post-Holocaust Memoir with Esther Safran Foer

April 7, 2021, 4:00 p.m. ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Family Affairs: Writing Parents' Stories, Bernice Lerner and Susan Jacobowitz in conversation with Natalia Aleksiun.

April 7, 2021, 4:00 p.m. ET—Holocaust Memorial, Miami Beach, FL
Yom Hashoah: Numbered and The Lost Brothers will stream free of charge.

April 7, 2021, 4:00 pm PT—March of the Living – Western Region, Los Angeles, CA

April 7, 2021, 5:30 pm MT—Martin-Springer Institute at Northern AZ University, Flagstaff, AZ
Protestants and Ethno-Nationalism in Nazi Germany with Victoria Barnett
To register: Melissa.cohen@nau.edu

April 7, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Mercer County Community College & William Paterson University, New Jersey
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Refuge Denied, a conversation about the Voyage of the MS St. Louis, 1939. RSVP to HGHRCenter@mccc.edu.

April 7, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Kean University & Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Never Forget is Now
April 7, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ

**Medicine and Morality – Lessons from the Holocaust and Covid-19**

April 7, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—Virtual Event, Las Vegas, NV

Area-wide Yom Hashoah V’Hagvurah Holocaust commemoration with FBI Special Agent in Charge Aaron Rouse. For more: genshoah1@cox.net.

April 7, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—JFCS Holocaust Center, San Francisco, CA

Yom Hashoah Virtual Commemoration with Deborah Lipstadt. Reading of Names at 5:00 pm

April 8, 2021, 7:00 am PT—March of the Living - West, Los Angeles, CA

Virtual March of the Living. Program can be viewed on motl.org.

April 8, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

Yom Hashoah Commemoration: **Rescuers during the Holocaust** with Dr. Deborah Dwork

Watch Chhange's Yom HaShoah Commemoration

April 8, 2021, 11:00 am ET—International Council for Diplomacy and Dialogue

*Achievements and Failures of Holocaust Education: US Outlook*

April 8, 2021, 11:00 am ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Days of Remembrance Commemoration**

April 8, 2021, 11:00 am – 4:00 pm PT—JFCS Holocaust Center, San Francisco, CA

Virtual Yom Hashoah programs: 11 am—Testimony from George Elbaum, Holocaust Survivor; 12 pm—**The Holocaust by Bullets with Yahad in Unum**; 2 pm—The Future of Memory Continued: An Intergenerational Conversation with Author Elizabeth Rosner; 3 pm—Painting Kaddish: A Conversation with Artist Esti Dunow and The Contemporary Jewish Museum.

April 8, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY

**Annual Countywide Yom HaShoah Holocaust Virtual Commemoration**

April 8, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Nassau County, NY

**Yom Hashoah Commemoration** with descendants of the Bielski brothers.

See also April 2021 virtual programs at the Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County - The Island Now

April 8, 2021, 12:00 pm PT—Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA

Virtual **Yom Hashoah – Holocaust Remembrance Day** featuring special guests Ingrid Steppic and Maud Dahme

April 8, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Great Neck Library, Great Neck, NY

Concert: **The Mischlinge Exposé** with daughter of survivors Carolyn Enger

April 8, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

**Stories Survive** with survivor Mark Schonwetter. Suggested donation.
April 8, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Remember the Women Institute, New York, NY
*Women, Theater, and the Holocaust*

April 8, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
*Yom HaShoah Commemoration* with keynote speaker Judith Bihaly

April 8, 2021, 4:00 p.m. ET—Holocaust Memorial, Miami Beach, FL
*Yom Hashoah: Numbered* and *The Lost Brothers* will stream free of charge.

April 8, 2021, 4:00 pm PT—Jewish Partisans Educational Foundation, San Francisco, CA
*Yom Hashoah V’HaGevurah* with a candle lighting with seven surviving Jewish partisans.

April 8, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, CUNY, New York, NY
*Remembering the Town Known as Auschwitz: Yom HaShoah Commemoration*

April 8, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center, Maitland, FL
*Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Journey of Conscience* | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)

April 8, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Virtual *Never Forget: Yom Hashoah 2021 / 5781*

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Jewish Community Center of Greater Stowe, Stowe, VT
*Yom Hashoah Holocaust Commemoration* with daughter of survivor K. Heidi Fishman

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—3G NY, New York, NY
*Yom Hashoah Commemoration* with grandchildren of survivors and Survivor Hedy Bohm

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust, Genocide, & Interfaith Education Center, Riverdale, NY
Book talk: *My Dear Boy*. Click here to join https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83871273145

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Judaic, Holocaust, & Peace Studies, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
*Beyond the Era of the Witness: Testimony, Digital Media, and the Afterlives of Holocaust Memory* with Dr. Noah Shenker

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Center Zekelman Campus, Farmington Hills, MI
*Yom Hashoah Commemoration*. Community broadcast at www.holocaustcenter.org.

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Center for Judaic, Holocaust, & Peace Studies, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
*Beyond the Era of the Witness: Testimony, Digital Media, and the Afterlives of Holocaust Memory* with Dr. Noah Shenker

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Center Zekelman Campus, Farmington Hills, MI
*Yom Hashoah Commemoration*. Community broadcast at www.holocaustcenter.org.

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm PT—Chapman University, Orange, CA
*An Evening of Holocaust Remembrance*

April 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Center, White Plains, NY
*Rescue in Albania: Interreligious efforts to save Jews during WWII in a predominantly Muslim Country*
April 9, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Raritan Valley Community College, **Raritan, NJ**
**Commemorating Yom HaShoah with The Defiant Requiem Foundation and Maestro Murry Sidlin**

April 9, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, **Forest Town, South Africa**
**Yom Hashoah Commemoration**

April 11, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Temple Emet, **Boston, MA**
Virtual **Yom Hashoah Holocaust Commemoration**

April 11, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, **Naples, FL**
**Yom Hashoah Commemoration.**

April 11, 2021, 10:00 am MT—Phoenix Holocaust Association, **Phoenix, AZ**
**Yom Hashoah Commemoration: Holocaust Education, Inspiring the Next Generation.**

April 11, 2021, 11:30 am - 4:30 pm ET—Congregation Agudath Israel, **Caldwell, NJ**
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: **Reading of the Names.** If you are interested in reading names, please **Click Here** to sign up for a 10-minute segment. If you have any questions about the sign up, please contact Seth Fliegler at srfliegler@gmail.com.

April 11, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Baltimore Jewish Council, **Baltimore, MD**
**They Say There Is A Land: Longing for Eretz Yirsael During the Holocaust** presented by **Stephanie McMahon-Kaye,** formerly of Yad Vashem

April 11, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—JCRC / Generations After, **Washington, DC**
**Community Yom Hashoah Commemoration** with guest **Elisha Wiesel**

April 11, 2021, 2:00 pm ET— Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
**Annual Gathering of Remembrance**

April 11, 2021, 3:30 p, CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, **Skokie, IL**
**Book & Author: "The Light of Days: The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler’s Ghettos"**

April 11, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Beth Sholom Congregation, **Silver Spring, MD**
Holocaust Commemoration **Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow** with survivor **Ben Lesser**
To register: [www.bethsholom.org/shoah](http://www.bethsholom.org/shoah)

April 12 – 17, 2021—Scottsdale Community College, **Scottsdale, AZ**
**9th Genocide Awareness Week.** Please check the listing for events

April 12, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Kean University, **Union, NJ**
**Survivors Transitional Narratives of Nazi-Era Destruction** panel discussion
April 12, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Haberman Institute for Jewish Studies, Rockville, MD  
**The Holocaust and Jewish History** with Michael Berenbaum

April 13, 2021, 11:30 am ET—Bergen Community College, Paramus, NJ  
**Yom HaShoah Commemoration** with Holocaust survivor Bronia Brandman.

April 13, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**The Light of Days** Book Talk with Judy Batalion and Molly Crabapple. Suggested donation.

April 13, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ  
**Recognizing Hate Speech and Symbols**

April 13, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—NEXTGENERATIONS, Boca Raton, FL  
**Architecture of Murder: The Auschwitz-Birkenau Blueprints**

April 14, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—West Point, West Point, NY  
Concert: **The Mischlinge Exposé** with daughter of survivors Carolyn Enger

April 14, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Wagner College, Staten Island, NY  
**From Romania to Auschwitz to New York: The Hecht Family**

April 15, 2021, 3:45 pm ET—Stan Greenspon Center for Peace & Social Justice, Charlotte, NC  
**Words from the Moment: Using Diary Excerpts in the Classroom**

April 15, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**A Conversation with Helen Epstein About the Second Generation**. Suggested donation.

April 15, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY  
Memory Keepers Generations**Forward** program with Kathy Grosz-Zaltas, daughter of Holocaust survivors from Czechoslovakia. For information/registration: mjasper@hhrecny.org

April 16, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ  
**The Mitzvah Project**, a combination theatre performance, history lesson, and conversation in which actor and child of survivor, Roger Grunwald.

April 16, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Raritan Valley Community College, Raritan, NJ  
**Resilience During Challenging Times Panel - One Year Later** with Holocaust survivors, authors, and members of the 2nd and 3rd generation. To register: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu

April 18, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Kwibuka and Yom HaShoah: a Joint Remembrance**.

April 19, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Raritan Valley Community College, Raritan, NJ  
**Confronting the Challenging Landscape of Holocaust Research in Poland**
April 20, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
Book talk: The Light of Days: The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler's Ghettos

April 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
A Conversation on Artist Charlotte Salomon

April 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Taube Center, Warsaw, Poland

April 20, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Painting the Holocaust: Remembering Alfred Kantor and His Sketchbook

April 20, 2021, 7:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
"One Museum, One Book" Book Club: "Antisemitism: Here and Now"

April 21, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Virtual Program: A Prisoner’s Voice: Poetry of Psychological Resistance

April 21, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survive with survivor Manfred Ohrenstein. Suggested donation.

April 21, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Bristol Community College, Fall River, MA
The Unanswered Letter: One Holocaust Family’s Desperate Plea for Help with author Faris Cassell. To register: gbrown6968@aol.com

April 21, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—3GNY, New York, NY
A Native of Auschwitz—Morris Riff’s Story with Daniel Riff

April 22, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Center for the Study of the Holocaust, Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity, City University of New York, New York, NY
New Scholarship on the History and Memory of the Holocaust in Poland with Professors Barbara Engelking and Jan Grabowski

April 22, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Neuroscience And The Legacy Of The Holocaust. Suggested donation

April 22, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
GenerationsForward speaker Wendy Sandler will tell her mother’s story of survival. To register for Zoom link mjasper@hhrecny.org.

April 23, 2021, 12:30 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
Third Generation Voices of the Holocaust

April 24, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Lessons in Moral Courage — A Conversation with Irshad Manji
April 25, 2021, 12:00 pm CT—Holocaust Education Resource Center, Milwaukee, WI
**Monuments and Memorials: Commemoration Through Art**

April 26, 2021, 9:00 am ET—Classrooms Without Borders/Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
**Yad Vashem virtual tour.**

April 26, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
**Words, Symbols and Acts of Hate** will focus on the recent increase in hate.

April 26, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
**The Destruction of Memory** Film Screening and live Q&A with director, Tim Slade.

April 27, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**The Ravine:** Book Talk With Wendy Lower And Paul Salmons. Suggested donation.

April 28, 2021, 4:00 pm CT—Ackerman Center for Holocaust Studies, Dallas, TX
**The Holocaust & Dictatorship in Brazilian Literature** with Dr. Sarah Valente.

April 28, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
**Cry, My Heart, Cry:** Songs from Testimonies in the Fortunoff Video Archive, Vol. 2

April 28, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Kean University, Union, NJ
**France Divided: Understanding the World War II Occupation of France** with Dr. Eileen Angelini.

April 28, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, Naples, FL
Discussion of the book **Hana’s Suitcase** with Fumiko Ishioka, the teacher who, with her students, solved the mystery behind a child's suitcase found at Auschwitz.

April 29, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Book & Author: **The Last Million: Europe’s Displaced Persons from World War to Cold War**

April 29, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
**Generations Forward** speaker **Michelle Gewanter** will tell her grandparents’ stories of survival. To register for Zoom link mjasper@hhrecny.org.

May 6, 2021, 1900 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
**From Tragedy to Reflection: Christian Understanding of the Holocaust with Dr. Susanna Kokkonen**

May 9, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Stories Survive** with survivor Elizabeth Bellack. Suggested donation.

May 12, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
May 12, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, Naples, FL
*Blessed is the Match* with Museum Docent Steve Brazina and guests Film Producer Roberta Grossman and Professor Elissa Sampson.

May 19, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Historical Trauma and Cultural Healing in 2021.* Suggested donation.

May 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Love It Was Not* Screening and Discussion

May 24, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Unpacking “The Archive Thief”

May 25, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II.* Suggested donation.

May 25, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
*Hear Their Cry: Understanding the Jewish Orphan Experience*

May 27, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Stories Survive* with survivors Henry and Bernard Schanzer

May 27, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
Book Talk: *X Troop: The Secret Jewish Commandos of World War II* with author Leah Garrett

June 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*A Conversation with Menachem Rosensaft About the Second Generation*

June 27, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center, Maitland, FL
*In My Own Words with Claire Soria*

---

**FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

*FYI…* Online newsletters

Yad Vashem Jerusalem Magazine
Bad Arolsen March 4, 2021
Bad Arolsen March 8, 2021
Yad Vashem March 15, 2021
Yad Vashem March 22, 2021
Yad Vashem March 30, 2021
White Rose Magazine: Free Speech & Social Media
Ackerman Chronicle
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the Coronavirus shutdown. Here are some of them:

November 1, 2020: Holocaust Survivor Peter Feigl
November 15, 2020: Holocaust Survivor Mordecai Paldiel
December 8, 2020: Holocaust Survivor Dr. Edith Eger
January 10, 2021: In My Own Words with Rochy Miller and Kerryn Lehman
January 13, 2021: Communities of Hate: Why People Join Extremist Movements
January 24, 2021: International Holocaust Remembrance Day featuring Ralph Preiss
January 27, 2021: International Holocaust Remembrance Day Event (3GNY)
February 3, 2021: A Story About One of the Nazis’ Longest-Surviving Prisoners with 3GNY’s Stacey Delikat
February 7, 2021: In My Own Words with Bernice Lerner and Ruth Mermelstein (née Rachel Genuth)
February 10, 2021: Epitaph of No Words by Jeanine Hack
February 16, 2021: Plaszow: Memory Overwritten
February 22, 2021: Biography as a Window into Character: All the Horrors of War
February 23, 2021: Witnesses of the Witnesses
February 24, 2021: Oppression & Resistance in American’s World War II Concentration Camps
February 25, 2021: Voices of Belonging and Resistance: Krystyna with Enrique Winter
March 3, 2021: From Happiness to Horror: Surviving the Camps – 3GNY’s Alyssa Greengrass
March 9, 2021: The Crime of Complicity: Law and the Bystander from the Holocaust to Today
March 9, 2021: Defiance and Protest: Forgotten Acts of Individual Jewish Resistance in Nazi Germany
March 10, 2021: Auschwitz: Place, Memory, and Education
March 10, 2021: Graphic Internment
March 11, 2021: Achievements and Failures of Holocaust Education: An ICDD Outlook
March 16, 2021: Burying the Holocaust in the Pages of the New York Times
March 17, 2021: Technology and the Future of Holocaust Education in Asia
March 17, 2021: The Lives and Legacies of Jewish Women Who Resisted the Nazis
March 18, 2021: My Name is Sara
March 18, 2021: San Diego Holocaust Survivors 2021 share their voice in for 6 minutes for 6 million
March 23, 2021: Varian Fry’s Moment of Glory with Author Sheila Isenberg
March 24, 2021: How Did Young Americans Respond to the Nazi Threat?

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past programs from Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos can also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures that you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.

FYI... From the Kupferberg Holocaust Center: Click here to watch films featuring Holocaust survivors living in the New York City area that were recorded in February 2020. Also, online exhibition: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide.
**FYI...**

3GNY is an educational non-profit organization for grandchildren of survivors and our supporters. As a living link to survivors, we preserve the stories and the lessons of the Holocaust. Our mission is to educate diverse communities about the perils of intolerance and to provide a supportive community for the descendants of survivors. Founded in 2005 with a group of six, 3GNY’s membership now exceeds 4,500. 3GNY has also played a leading role in launching other 3G groups and we’re in conversations with others around the country to expand our reach even more.

3GNY is most proud of its flagship educational initiative, WEDU, which is short for We Educate. This 4-week training program empowers grandchildren of survivors to learn and compellingly share their family’s Holocaust experiences in school classrooms and with community groups. We’ve reached over 30,000 students in the tri-state area and recently through virtual platforms, we've been able to reach students around the country.

**FYI...** Youth HEAR in Australia has a video series of young Jewish leaders who answered the question “When was the moment the tragedy of the Holocaust hit home for you?”

**FYI...** From the United Nations: Facing the Aftermath: Recovery and Reconstitution after the Holocaust was the theme of this year’s series of Holocaust commemorative events.

Panel Discussion: Women and Genocide

Holocaust Denial and Distortion

Nazi Rise to Power and the Weimar Constitution

Childhood after Atrocity Crimes: Hope for Peace, Dignity and Equality

The Windemere Children

**FYI...** For the latest on the Baltics

**FYI...** Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news...Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

**Across Borders: International**

Germany funds plan to help Holocaust survivors around world access vaccines

Claims Conference Secures $13.5 Million In Funding To Get Holocaust Survivors To Vaccine Sites

Polish court demands apology from German ZDF broadcaster over WWII miniseries | DW | 26.03.2021

Jewish organisation AJC says Poland not to blame for 3 million Holocaust victims

Auschwitz museum slams New Yorker Holocaust piece on Poland

Auschwitz museum says 'damage done' by New Yorker article
The Historians Under Attack for Exploring Poland’s Role in the Holocaust

Uproar in Poland over New Yorker article on efforts to stifle Holocaust studies

Are We Willing For Lessons Of The Holocaust To Be Universal?

UNESCO and Canada sign grant arrangement to strengthen genocide prevention globally through education and intercultural dialogue

Why Not A Holocaust Survivor's Day?

As Holocaust survivors dwindle, a proposal emerges for a day devoted to them

Public reading of Holocaust victims’ names will take place online

The Right to a History Without Lies

Editorial: Holocaust history threatened by ignorance

New Book Deciphers Forgotten Intel War That Kept The Nazis From The Holy Land

Israeli FM Ashkenazi Thanks Russia for Role in World War II, Unveils Holocaust Memorial

I was face to face with evil at the Nuremberg Trials

Report: Official at heart of Nazis’ racial laws worked to help Israel go nuclear

This year's March of the Living to commemorate Holocaust, COVID victims

Middle East needs to learn lessons from the Holocaust

The Nazi-Fighting Women of the Jewish Resistance

Czech Republic recognizes Nates for Holocaust work

Helmut Oberlander's status in Canada outrages Jews in Russian city scarred by WWII massacre | CBC News

Drive to Honor Holocaust Rescuer Marie Schmolka - San Diego Jewish World

Internet connects Holocaust remembrance sites to commemorate deaths of Theresienstadt "Family Camp" inmates at Auschwitz-Birkenau - Romea.cz

A day of their own: Holocaust Survivor Day - comment

Best Friends Reunite 82 Years After They Were Separated by the Holocaust: ‘Such a Miracle’

How Global News stumbled across a Holocaust story of friendship uninterrupted

Discovering What Happened to My Great-Grandfather in the Holocaust

Closing The Circle Eight Decades After The Holocaust

Holocaust separates childhood friends; USC Shoah Foundation reunites them > News > USC Dornsife

Dr. Finaly, son of a doctor who perished during the Holocaust: I have fulfilled my father's dream

French Holocaust survivor ratchets up battle with US over Nazi-looted painting

The Only Urdu Poem on the Holocaust and its Author

Edith Bruck nominated for prestigious literary prize
Menachem Kaiser thought he knew his family’s Holocaust history. Then he met Nazi treasure hunters.

Go down an adventurous rabbit hole with an author seeking property taken in WWII

A Quest to Reclaim a Family Home Unearths a Past Buried by the Holocaust

Why Passover is a Universal Holiday

‘Transcendence’ Outfit Straight Up, Author Tony Robbins & ‘The Zookeeper’s Wife’ Scribe Team On Holocaust Drama ‘Man’s Search For Meaning’

Life Coach Tony Robbins and Grandson of Viktor Frankl Developing ‘Man’s Search for Meaning’ Film About Holocaust Experiences, Survival Methods

Next Year in Berlin, Ach du Lieber

From ‘Seinfeld’ to WWII Morocco, these new Haggadah options will spice up your Passover Seder

Opinion: Why are we still using a Nazi propaganda stunt to open the Olympics?

On Google Podcasts, a Buffet of Hate

Google Maps found to be hosting over 150 anti-Semitic reviews of Auschwitz

eBay removes Nazi toys from its marketplace

Argentina

‘You Should All Have Died in the Holocaust’: Crazed Antisemitic Assault in Downtown Buenos Aires

Australia

‘A selfless act’: Strangers help honour Holocaust survivor, 75 years after his death

Australian Island State Of Tasmania To Build New Holocaust Commemoration Center

Holocaust To Be Remembered In New Tasmanian Education Centre

‘Every student should learn about the Shoah’

'Paint hope, joy and resilience': Holocaust survivor transformed trauma into iconic artworks

'You can't sleep at night': Pinjarra central location for upcoming holocaust film

Aron Attiwell's 'Fading Numbers' Brings Holocaust Stories To The Surface

LGBTIQ groups call for Holocaust museums’ recognition of Nazi atrocious committed against homosexuals

Scenes of a Bohemian Life: Mirka Mora at the Jewish Museum of Australia

Swastikas to be banned?

Nazi flag sold in Bendigo
Austria

Letters by Hitler’s father found in attic, giving rare glimpse of his early life

Israeli, Austrian presidents attend Holocaust remembrance ceremony in Vienna

Should The Hitler Balcony In Vienna Be Open To The Public?

Vienna threatens libel suit against Rothschild scion who said city extends Nazi theft

'I swore I would never return': Bittersweet reactions as families of Jews who fled Austria offered citizenship

Belarus

How the 1943 Khatyn Massacre Became a Symbol of Nazi Atrocities on the Eastern Front

Swastika, SS symbols spray-painted on synagogues in Belarus

Bermuda

'Understanding The Holocaust Through Art' - Bernews

Collector says art a weapon against Holocaust repeat

Brazil

Brazilian police raid church whose pastor prayed for another Holocaust

Brazilian president’s adviser accused of making white supremacist sign during legislative session

Bulgaria

Rescue Of Bulgarian Jews From Deportation To Holocaust Death Camps Commemorated

Canada

Jewish community upset after a B.C. anti-vaxxer uses the yellow star used as identifier during the Holocaust on a t-shirt - BC News

Auction house suspended for listing offensive Nazi antiques used in WWII

Canadians Who Exploit the Holocaust as a Rhetorical Cudgel Deserving of Contempt

MPP Sam Oosterhoff affiliates himself with group that compares abortion to Holocaust

Canada’s Jewish community condemns t-shirts comparing COVID-19 vaccinations to Holocaust

Strong Criticism For Protestors Comparing Public Health Measures To Holocaust

Canadian Jewish group angered by Holocaust imagery at anti-mask protest

Apology issued after newspaper editorial compares COVID restrictions to Holocaust

“Identity: From Holocaust to Home” with Elke Babicki

Opinion | Time to refocus on Holocaust education

Dissertation will explore Christianity and Holocaust
Leading Canadian newspaper deletes op-ed about COVID asking ‘What would Anne [Frank] do?’

Canadian newspaper deletes op-ed comparing COVID lockdown to Anne Frank’s ordeal

Newspaper deletes article comparing the lockdown experience to Anne Frank hiding from the Nazis

At 80 years old, human rights lawyer Irwin Cotler is busier than ever

A Holocaust Survivor Received The COVID-19 Vaccine From A Very Special Doctor - Her Granddaughter

Canadian Jewish Groups Urge Political Party to Reject Push to Overturn IHRA Definition

Nothing the Same, Everything Haunted: The Ballad of Motl the Cowboy | Quill and Quire

Halifax woman discovers two jackets she believes may date back to a Holocaust concentration camp

France

Not Vaccinated: French Covid-19 Demonstration Draws Ire For Appropriation Of Holocaust Symbol

France To Return Klimt Painting Sold Under Duress During Nazi Era

French government to return Klimt painting looted from Austrian Jew in 1938

France to return Nazi-looted Klimt to rightful Jewish heirs

France to Return Klimt Painting to Rightful Heirs After Nazi-Era Sale

Germany

Germany funds vaccination drive for Holocaust survivors

Germany funds plan to help Holocaust survivors around world access vaccines

Germany eases citizenship path for descendants of Holocaust survivors

Germany enacts law favoring naturalization for descendants of ex-citizens who fled Nazis

Stutthof Camp: Holocaust Guard Harry S. Unfit To Stand Trial At 96

The Jewish lawyer who took Hitler to court - BBC Reel

Telling the Story of the "Ghost Children" of Germans who Plotted Against Hitler

’King of Klezmer’ Giora Feidman turns 85 | DW | 24.03.2021

Gerhard Richter Is Permanently Loaning His Holocaust Paintings To The Berlin National Galley In Order To Keep Them Off The Market

Gerhard Richter gives Holocaust art to Berlin

Art panel recommends return of old painting to heirs of Holocaust victim

His Ancestors Were German Kings. He Wants Their Treasures Back

Forgotten 1938 novel portraying horrors of life in Nazi Germany set to become bestseller

Is Germany learning the lessons of the past?

COVID-19 postpones revival of Cologne Jewish Carnival tradition ended by Nazis
In Germany, COVID-19 postpones the revival of the Jewish Carnival tradition that the Nazis tried to end.

Hamburg synagogue rebuild ‘will hide Nazi crimes’

German Jews raise $40,000 to prevent bankruptcy of Halle kebab shop targeted in deadly attack by neo-Nazi

**Greece**

Greece to focus on education as leader of International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance

Vandalism of Holocaust mural condemned | eKathimerini.com

**Hungary**

Hungary’s Crackdown on Artists and Academics

János Szász and the Death of a Dream

Holocaust survivor gymnast and rabbi honored with Hungarian Order of Merit

In Hungary, 97-year-old Holocaust survivor doctor still receiving patients

**India**

We don’t talk about the Holocaust

**Iran**

The Time Iran Sheltered Jews During The Holocaust

**Israel**

Israel allocates NIS 30m. to cover electric debts for Holocaust survivors

The Oldest Living Olympic Champion Survived the Holocaust, WWII, and Now the Pandemic

Holocaust survivor Miriam Linial celebrates 100th birthday with friends

Friends gather to celebrate storied life of 100-year-old Holocaust survivor

85-year-old Israeli testifies to Nazi-inspired pogrom that massacred Iraqi Jewry

Israeli Catholic dentist offers free care to Holocaust survivors - The Catholic Sun

Israel's museum of German-Jewish heritage facing closure | DW | 04.03.2021

We Couldn't Survive Without It // Humor during the Holocaust ...

Likud MK claimed that Labor and Meretz lists deny the Holocaust

**Italy**

The Little-Known Story of Violet Gibson, the Irish Woman Who Shot Mussolini

**Luxembourg**

How Luxembourg is addressing its Holocaust history
New Zealand
Auckland's first Holocaust memorial edges closer to reality

Norway
Norwegian city declines 2 Holocaust survivors’ request to move to country’s only Jewish nursing home
Following outcry, Norwegian city OKs Holocaust survivors’ request to move to Oslo Jewish nursing home

Poland
Were you hidden in Przemyśl, Poland, 1942-1944? 75 years later and searching
Archives uncover forgotten names of Auschwitz inmates
Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum finds new names, stories from Nazi death camp
Researchers learn previously unknown identities of Auschwitz prisoners
Polish family martyred in the Holocaust on road to beatification
Researchers Uncover Remains of Polish Nuns Murdered by Soviets During WWII
Polish woman who doted over Jewish boy she rescued from the Holocaust dies at 101
The Historians Under Attack for Exploring Poland’s Role in the Holocaust
Striking Holocaust memorial made up of rescued matzevot unveiled in Gorlice
The Film Stage: Review: Still Life In Lodz
Video: Free to Hope: Passover in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
‘Annihilation’ of Poland’s Jewish cemeteries documented in provocative book
The latest 'Lucky Jew' figurines in Poland: Scented candles that are 'good for financial success'

Romania
First-ever conviction for Holocaust denial sends ‘strong message’
Romanian man arrested for allegedly threatening to throw Jewish actress ‘into a gas chamber’

Russia
Russian University Professor Investigated For Holocaust Denial

South Africa
The community mourns heroine Veronica Phillips | Rosebank Killarney Gazette
Vaal man combating Holocaust denialism with year-long #WeRemember campaign

Switzerland
Proposal for an official Swiss Holocaust memorial gets a boost
Taiwan
Taiwan Remembers Victims Of The Holocaust

Turkey
Turkey: How nearly 800 Jewish refugees perished during the Holocaust
History, the Holocaust and hatred in Turkey’s school textbooks

UK
Highlighting the voices of survivors
Review: Nuremberg - A personal record of the trial of the major Nazi war criminals
Hitler kept secret hit list of 3,000 prominent Brits for after Nazis defeated UK
Call for inquiry over claim intelligence services protected Nazi war criminals
MI6 accused of helping to protect alleged Nazi war criminals
Holocaust Denial Was Already Taking Root In Britain During WWII, Says UK Author
‘Repulsive’ leaflets comparing vaccine to Holocaust sent to police
University Head Apologizes for Insinuating Holocaust Denier Could Speak at School
Strength and survival: women of the Holocaust
The Nazi in the Family
Film review: Into the Darkness
The man who captured hell on camera
The art dealer, the £10m Benin Bronze and the Holocaust
Exhibition on the Holocaust opens tomorrow
World War II Couple's Love Letters Found Beneath British Hotel's Floorboards
"Different Nights": Alice Shalvi Recounts Passover During & After the War
‘You strive for a whole life to be accepted’
The mother who denied she was Jewish
Forgotten pre-war Nazi girls school on UK coast inspires chilling new spy film
Review: The Fatherland and the Jews
Parting Words: 9 lessons for a remarkable life
'Hundreds of thousands' drawn to conspiracies around Holocaust denial as a result of Covid-19 pandemic, new report warns
Architect sent neighbours abuse about ‘gas chambers’ and ‘Kristallnacht’ in boundary wall tirade
Roger Waters Says Holocaust Guilt Stops Criticism of Israel, Brian Eno Blames Jewish State for Antisemitism on Panel
Ukraine

Using rare archival films, Ukrainian director forces viewers to face Babyn Yar

Ukrainian senior academic proposes to rename city of Uman for Nazi collaborator

Israeli Envoy in Ukraine Slams Naming of Soccer Stadium in Honor of Nazi Ally Roman Shukhevych

USA

Ambassador Stuart Eizenstat and US Department of Justice's Office of Special Investigations to Receive United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's 2021 Elie Wiesel Award

One third of Holocaust survivors live in poverty. We can’t forget them now.

Organization Helps A Surprising Number of Holocaust Survivors Who Live in Poverty | Hamodia.com

About a third of Holocaust survivors in the U.S. live in poverty. This group helps them.

Goodman Jewish Family Services Surprises Holocaust Survivor Musician With Passover Meal In Coconut Creek

The Nazi Hunter: Eli Rosenbaum on Tracking Down the World’s Most Wanted Criminals

Old Nazis Don’t Deserve a Pass Just Because They’re Old

Holocaust: Can It Happen Here? - InDepthNH.org

White supremacist propaganda nearly doubled in 2020 to most in a decade, ADL says

Alleged Capitol rioter is a Nazi sympathizer and grew a ‘Hitler mustache,’ military colleagues told prosecutors

Capitol rioter with ‘Hitler mustache’ who talked about eating Jews is a Navy contractor and Army reservist

Hitler-mustache man charged in Capitol riots spoke of 'killing all the Jews'

Hitler-loving Capitol insurrectionist with a history of multiple arrests and Jew-baiting had an Army award for ‘exemplary behavior’ and secret-level security clearance

Army reservist arrested for Capitol riot known as Nazi sympathizer; Prosecutors

Navy probe finds contractor charged in Capitol insurrection was well-known Nazi sympathizer

Signs that your federal contractor may be a Nazi sympathizer

Blinken: US 'enthusiastically embraces' IHRA definition of antisemitism

Holocaust envoy to 'Post': Biden admin. strongly embraced IHRA definition

Syracuse unanimously passes bill adopting IHRA definition of anti-Semitism


Jacky Rosen to serve on US Holocaust Memorial Council

CPAC denies its stage was a Nazi symbol, as host hotel calls the symbol ‘abhorrent’
Top Holocaust scholar Lipstadt: CPAC Nazi-symbol stage was 'a very big oops'

Hyatt Hotels condemns ‘abhorrent’ hate symbols and ‘disrespectful’ CPAC guests following conservative conference

Hyatt Hotels says hate symbols ‘abhorrent’ amid comparisons of CPAC stage to Nazi rune

Design firm takes responsibility for CPAC stage, claims there was no intention to resemble Nazi symbol

Former neo-Nazi says Fox News radicalizes people by saying the same stuff he used to say

Sasser helps introduce bill to teach about Holocaust in schools - The Stanly News & Press

Durham minister fights for Holocaust education bill to include Black history

UJA-New York petitions to help Holocaust survivors

The Holocaust, Genocide And Interfaith Center Receives Claims Conference Grant

Greensboro Artist Designs North Carolina's First Women's Holocaust Monument

North Carolina’s First holocaust memorial dedicated to women set to be displayed in LaBauer Park

Minor Planet Discovered By Lincoln Laboratory Named In Honor Of Noted Holocaust Survivor Liliana Segre

Inside the U.S. Army’s Warehouse Full of Nazi Art

Holocaust Survivor Molly Godur Given Key To Miami Beach As Gift For Her 105th Birthday

How a Holocaust Survivor Showed Up for a Vaccine and Charmed a Hospital

Chicago-Area Holocaust Survivors Are Now Getting Vaccinated: ‘It Made Me Feel Part of the World Again

After Pandemic, Students Express New Empathy With Holocaust Survivors

103-year-old survives world wars, pandemics to get second COVID vaccine

Sewing for survival: The last of Auschwitz’s forgotten ‘dressmakers’ dies

Holocaust survivors who died during coronavirus pandemic honored by NYC Museum of Jewish Heritage

Yuval Waldman, Bridge-Building Violinist, Is Dead at 74

Boris Spodek, Holocaust survivor and East Hills residents, dies at 88 - The Island Now

Remembering Max Steinmetz, a Holocaust survivor who settled in Birmingham

Otto Dov Kulka, 87, Dies, Studied And Witnessed The Holocaust

Leo Rechter, 93, fought for destitute Holocaust survivors

'He was the most caring person.' Rochester businessman, Holocaust survivor Simon Braitman dies

Remembering Esther Pratt, a Holocaust Survivor Who Hasn't Let LA Forget About History

Chicago-area woman, 92, survived the Holocaust, life behind the Iron Curtain and then the pandemic in a nursing home. Her daughter is desperate to visit her.
Daughter Pushes to Visit Holocaust Survivor Mother at Skokie Nursing Home
'I live with it every night.' Jupiter man, author, shares memories of surviving Holocaust
Preserving Our Collective Memory: Bridging Generations Community Holocaust Commemoration of Yom HaShoah
Local students help celebrate Holocaust survivor's 100th birthday
Florida Holocaust survivor reunited with childhood friend 80 years after losing contact
Why does it matter to talk about the Holocaust? - CommonWealth Magazine
Holocaust education binds diverse cultures | Opinion
A holocaust survivor received a Clubhouse invite. Thousands came to hear him speak.
Holocaust survivor shares life story with Pacific Ridge students
Bayonette announces virtual Holocaust Remembrance program - Hudson Reporter
Holocaust Remembrance to be held virtually in April
Holocaust survivor to speak at SFA’s Holocaust Remembrance Day event
New WSU Press Book Looks Back at Holocaust Historian Lucy Dawidowicz — Detroit Jewish News
Painting by local Holocaust survivor commemorates special vaccine program
Photos by Jewish Artist Who Documented Polish Ghetto During Holocaust Gifted to MFA Boston
Opinion | We could all learn a lesson from Michigan’s Holocaust memorial | Bridge Michigan
'We Remember' Exhibition At Savannah JEA Provides Holocaust Education Through Images
Auschwitz Survivor Finds Hope in Hopelessness, Perseveres to Become Best-selling Author and Acclaimed Psychologist in Autobiographical Film "I Danced for the Angel of Death: The Dr. Edith Eva Eger Story"
How a picture in a newspaper unlocked childhood mysteries for two Holocaust survivors
Holocaust survivor Eva Schloss shared story of survival
The Last Death Train Survivor Hears His Story Told in Song
92-year-old Holocaust survivor advocates tolerance, compassion to students | Penn State University
Holocaust survivor shares the story of his family's survival in new book
Holocaust survivor details hardships in 'A Delayed Life'
Holocaust Survivor A Helping Hand In Florida Pre-Passover Food Drive
Going through 'hell’ gave her family a voice after the Holocaust
Maus Creator, Art Spiegelman, Talks At Biennial Gratz College Holocaust Teach-In
New York City author chronicles experience growing up with parents who survived the Holocaust | amNewYork

My grandma was a Holocaust survivor — and a secret WWII spy

Schellhammer named to Alabama Holocaust Commission

How the Nazis used music to celebrate and facilitate murder

Opinion | Of Nazis, Crimes and Punishment

After Locals Push To Rename Kolmar Park For German-Jewish Poet killed In The Holocaust, Her Relatives From Around The World Join The Effort

Holocaust Museum Houston marks its Silver Jubilee

Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center Announces Spring Schedule for Memory Keepers Story Hour

On Holocaust Remembrance Day We Should Remember The Past For The Sake Of The Future

Farhud Massacre survivor Joseph Samuels speaks at latest installation of the Holocaust Lecture Series

Holocaust Survivor Battles Into Her 90's

Star Chef Helped A Holocaust Survivor Recreate Recipes From His Pre-War Youth

Star chef Alon Shaya helped a Holocaust survivor recreate recipes from his prewar youth

This chef worked with a Holocaust survivor to re-create the lost recipes of his childhood

Executive chef and Holocaust survivor spent his last 12 years in Redlands

Food for Thought: A remarkable grocery store encounter

Chabad of Plano Hosts Son of Famous Holocaust Survivor, Awards the Florence Shapiro Distinguished Leadership Award - Local Profile

YLD Yom Hashoah event to pair Holocaust survivors, attendees

Springfield College To Welcome Holocaust Survivor Author And Activist On April 8th

Remembering The Holocaust: A Necessary Discomfort - Letters To The Editor

COLUMN: The lingering filth attached to the Holocaust

Holocaust Memorial Miami Beach Expansion Proposed

Holocaust commemoration happening first week in April

Oregon State University to observe Holocaust Memorial Week, April 5-8

Mac college featured by holocaust museum

Teacher finds family of couple who survived Holocaust after lesson in class keeps bringing them together

Fifth Graders See The Impact Of Holocaust In Butterfly Project

An Urgent Crisis: Holocaust Education Is Fading in America

Are Educated People More Anti-Semitic?
Triangle teacher carries on Holocaust survivor’s legacy by continuing to tell his story

Holocaust remembrance series set by Chavurat Shalom of SWFL | Fort Myers Florida Weekly

Jewish organizations sponsor Holocaust scholar's talk – The Appalachian

Pittsfield Memorial Program Planned

Dorot: Bridging Students, Holocaust Survivors

Preparing For Pesach By Delivering Boxes Of Food And Love To Survivors

Standing together for a Better Future Without Antisemitism on Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day)

Jewish Students Association At Peabody Hosts Holocaust Education Event

Holocaust association to hold virtual event

Georgia declares national Holocaust Remembrance Day

Miles to go in teaching about Holocaust, racism | Editorial

Republicans and Democrats agree on this: Teaching the Holocaust - Wisconsin Examiner

Lawmakers Renew Bipartisan Effort To Require Holocaust Education In Wisconsin Schools

Holocaust Education Bill Passes Wisconsin Senate After Delays Due to Coronavirus

Editorial: Wisconsin's Holocaust mandate is a legislative overreach

Senate approves bill that would require schools to teach about Holocaust and other genocides – KFIZ News-Talk 1450 AM

Survivors pass on, more Holocaust education headed to Arizona classrooms

NC Lawmakers Reject Adding Black History To Holocaust Legislation

The Sperling-Kronberg-Mack Holocaust Resource Center To Open At Temple Beth Sholom On Holocaust Remembrance Day

Utah rabbi says Holocaust education resolution is 'justified and necessary' as denial increases

Standing together for a Better Future Without Antisemitism on Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day)

Holocaust survivor shares story with Palatine High students

Anne Frank relative gives her 3rd Holocaust lecture at Viterbo

Journalist traces grandmother's Holocaust rescue from Nazis in unique podcast

‘It was nice to have that support from the community’ | Mercer Island Reporter

McPherson College Featured In U.S. Holocaust Museum Program

Local Event: Holocaust Remembrance Day Guest Speaker

Area Students and Teachers Attend Virtual Event Featuring Holocaust Survivor and Former White Supremacist

Mythic Press helps Sherwin-Miller museum after vandals target Holocaust statues

Tulsa T-Shirt Company Steps Up To Help Museum After Holocaust Memorial Vandalism
Holocaust art and writing contest returns
Teens Write, Illustrate Holocaust Book To Connect Past To Future
"We Just Did What We Had To": Telling the Story of a Slovenian Partisan and a Kiwi POW
Acclaimed Author And Educator Joshua M. Greene Wins Best Of Los Angeles Award
Review – The Ratline: The Exalted Life and Mysterious Death of a Nazi Fugitive by Philippe Sands
A ‘Nazi Love Story’ About a Mass Murderer Who Got Away
An Inconvenient Time: The Story Of Holocaust Survivor Ruth Ravina Screening At Omaha Film Festival
Is Disney’s ‘WandaVision’ a story of intergenerational Holocaust trauma?
Filmmaker - 18 - Produces Holocaust Masterpiece
Jewish students denounce StudCo candidate comments that "perpetuate antisemitism" in comparing abortion to Holocaust
This Jewish female artist from the comic book golden age was overlooked for decades
Overlooked Jewish female artist from comics’ golden age escaped real WWII peril
Paper Clips And Butterflies Aid Holocaust Education
Holocaust Education & Resource Center update - Valley Voice
‘My City of Dreams’: Daughter of Holocaust survivor shares family’s journey in new memoir
Holocaust survivor’s car vandalized eve of Passover in Florida
Amazon alters app logo that drew comparisons to Hitler’s mustache
White supremacist propaganda nearly doubled in 2020 to most in a decade, ADL says
Self-described ‘skinhead’ who schemed to blow up Colorado synagogue sentenced to nearly 20 years in prison
K-Pop Embrace of Nazi Symbolism Defames Our Collective Past
School fires football coach after anti-Semitic play calls
A Boston-area high school football team used ‘Auschwitz’ and ‘rabbi’ to call plays
Massachusetts High School Football Team Used Antisemitic Language in Play-Call System
Virginia man linked to neo-Nazi group sentenced for swatting
Notorious Bay Area anti-Semite is now in the Hitler T-shirt business
Soup Nazi Kitchen restaurant name provokes anger — and vandalism — in Washington state city
Swastika, Hitler photo found during weapons arrest at Cal State Monterey Bay

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or
her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.

**GSI Coordinating Council**

Esther Finder [Generations of the Shoah – Nevada and Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Anat Bar-Cohen [The Generation After, DC],
Klara Firestone [Second Generation, LA, CA]
Sandy Hoffman z”l [Generations After, WI]
Dina Cohen [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Barbara Wind [Generations of the Shoah, NJ]
Ken Engel [CHAIM, MN]
Pepi Nichols [Second Generation of Jewish Holocaust Survivors in Houston, TX]
Charles Silow [CHAIM, MI]
Daniel Brooks [3G NY]
Doris Schwarz-Lisenbee z”l [Second and Third Generation Programs Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association]
Raymonde (Ray) Fiol [Holocaust Survivors Group of Southern Nevada]
Sarah Weiss [Executive Director, The Center for Holocaust and Humanity Education]
Janice Friebaum [Phoenix Holocaust Association]
George Foster [Australian Association of Jewish Holocaust Survivors & Descendants]
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